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crystal/liquid lens [3] [4] [5] , GRIN lens with subwavelength defect [6] and metalenses [7, 8] , have been afforded based upon the aforementioned features of photonic jet. Photonic jet normally is created in transmission mode, which means it appears on the shadow side of a dielectric particle-lens and elongates into the free space in propagation direction of the plane wave.
Refractive index contrast (particle to background media, usually 1.3 -1.7) and scaling effect of the dielectric particle (relative-to-wavelength size) are two main factors that affect its formation [2, 9] . Also, it is known that almost all natural-solids have refractive indexes above 1.30, but the artificial near-unity-refractive-index materials, e.g. aerogel (refractive index 1.002 to 1.265 ) and aluminium oxide nanolattice film (refractive index 1.025), were developed to increase efficiency of ring-imaging Cherenkov detector (RICH) and photonic resonators in the last few years, respectively [10] [11] [12] . Recently Abdelrahman et al. studied broadband suppression of backscattering using a wavelength-sized low-index dielectric sphere [13] .
However, to best of our knowledge, it has never been systematically investigated the photonic jet produced by the particle-lens made of near-unity-refractive-index material in reflection mode before.
Meanwhile, the ideal situation in transmission mode that particle-lens suspends in the air or a medium with a steady position is difficult to achieve in the experiment. Consequently, a particle-lens situated on a flat substrate is commonly used to establish an approximate model to research photonic jet in reality. Bobbert and Vlieger firstly used Mie theory to calculate reflection of dipole radiation to understand light scattering by a sphere on a substrate in 1986 referring to the problem of 'Particle on Surface (POS)' [14] . Hereafter Lilienfeld further developed this model and used it to optically detect particle contamination on a surface in the same year [15] . With the development of laser technology and material science, these initial achievements, including an analytical Mie theory model of particle on substrate and its algorithm, were gradually applied to solve the practical problem of laser cleaning of material surface [16] . Luk'yanchuk et al. built the predictive models of three-dimensional temperature distribution and thermal deformation of substrate for laser cleaning of spherical particles [14] , and then Zheng et al. experimentally verified the corresponding theories from various substrates and laser sources [17] .
Thus, these POS models were gradually improved and had begun to apply to other specific manufacturing areas, e.g. repair of mirror degradation caused by particle contamination, construction of biosensors, and optical particle sizing [18] . Besides, Wang et al. discovered the sharper focus of photonic jet existing within the particle-substrate contact region of a gold 40-nm-thick film and developed this to the first super-resolution white-light nanoscope according to the reciprocity principle in 2011 [19, 20] . This effect was also used to affect the plasmonic field enhancement in a nanogap between a dielectric sphere and a metallic substrate for design of a novel plasmonic structures, which can be as effective as that made of all-metal, used for surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS), fluorescence spectroscopy, and nonlinear optical spectroscopy [21] .
Previous literatures reported photonic jets in reflection mode with wide-angle performance by the non-spherical particles on metallic substrates, notwithstanding part of particle where contacts to the substrate must be trimmed into a flat surface to make the reflected photonic jet localize out of the particle [22] [23] [24] [25] . In this paper, we successfully produced a new photonic jet in reflection mode using high refractive index contrast between a near-unity-index spherical particle-lens and a high-index dielectric substrate via the numerical simulation. Position and shape of this type of photonic jet can be maximally maintained around the sphere boundary in the opposite direction of plane wave propagation, pairing with the numerous dielectric substrates varying refractive indexes. This effect is different from the photonic jets in reflection mode reported before, and may be beneficial to many potential applications, e.g. improvement of signal collection for SERS [26] and near-field scanning optical microscope (NSOM) [27] , because of high accessibility of the photonic jet on sphere top for the biomedical samples in liquid. Power flow distributions and contours were plotted to demonstrate the phenomenon.
Profiles of power flow intensity, focus positions, and transverse dimensions of the produced photonic jets were calculated to explore its forming mechanism against a variety of refractive indexes for the dielectric substrate material.
Results and discussion
Current models were built in the commercial finite integral technique (FIT) software package -CST Microwave Studio © (CST). A plane wave of 248 nm wavelength (λ), which was polarised along y axis, propagated from +z to -z direction. Models were structured as a spherical particle-lens with diameter of 1 μm on a flat square substrate with side length of 1.6 μm and thickness of 0.1 μm (it is important to note that sphere contacts to substrate without gap). Also, a model of a single sphere without substrate support was created as the reference, which was the near-field area of the sphere multiple rounds according these phase trajectories rather than normal one-time penetration [30] . It is suggested that this mechanism may effectively enhance intensity of the photonic jet and weaken the influence of redistribution of power flow on a photonic jet. Besides, it is found that morphology of the photonic jet generated by dielectric sphere and substrate with the high index contrast is highly similar to that from the model with an aluminium substrate (Al, ns = 0.17, extinction coefficient, k = 2.83 [31] ) under the identical simulation conditions, as shown in Figure 2 (e). In Figure 2 (e), modulation of the photonic jet caused by standing wave is clearly visible. Luk'yanchuk et al. analytically studied focusing of a dielectric particle on a metallic substrate with a nano-gap before [32] . But their calculation did not involve any spheres made of the near-unity-refractive index materials, also calculation of the intensity distribution inside the spheres was not mentioned in that paper. which is marked as a red arrow from right to left in Figure 3 (a). Spherical particle-lens with 1 μm diameter occupies the space from z = 1000 to z = 0 (indicated as 'sphere' zone in Figure 3 (a)) that is in front of the substrate zone from z = 0 to z = -100 (indicated as 'substrate' zone in Figure 3 (a) ). dielectric substrates respectively in Figure S2 . An overall tendency is summarized as movement of the reflected photonic jet toward the interior of the particle with increase of np.
But these high-amplitude regions cannot be claimed as the high-quality photonic jets in reflection mode because of poor accessibility inside the particles for the potential applications. 
Conclusion
The new type of photonic jet in reflection mode was achieved via the numerical simulation of a near-unity-refractive-index spherical particle-lens situated on a flat dielectric substrate with high index contrast under vertical light illumination. It is shown that position and shape of the reflected photonic jet can be maximally maintained in an area over the upper boundary of the sphere on the dielectric substrates with a wide range of refractive indexes. Power flow analysis suggests that this phenomenon could be attributed to reflectance increase caused by refractive index contrast and the consequent multi-round power flow circulations in the sphere and its vicinity. This result may be of interest for the imaging/sensing applications, e.g. construction of biosensors, optical particle sizing, and super-resolution optical microscopy in reflection mode, also could improve field magnification and impedance matching of a photonic device, e.g. coupling more energy in/out of the device.
